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HR Fibreglass are the glass reinforced plastic arm of HR Kilns Ltd established in Lancashire in 2005
 We have become renowned through out the engineering world as a company that will produce not
only glass reinforced plastic products of very high quality, competitively priced GRP gratings but a
innovative company to whom customer service is of the utmost importance. Our experts are with
you every step of the way from your initial enquiry and expert advice to supplying the bespoke sized
material (in our own plant based in Skelmersdale) which can be cut free of charge by us with our
vertical saw, to the actual fitting of the GRP gratings. We have the utmost confidence that we will
deliver your goods in the specified time and you will be 100% happy with your purchase.

Glass reinforced Plastic is a revolutionary product it can be used in a multitude of sectors, the GRP
gratings are fantastic as they weigh around 50% less than steel so therefore do not require the
same amount of support, which of course saves time and money alike. Glass reinforced plastic also
makes fantastic non slip flooring when it is manufactured with carbon and silicon grit ideal for any
surface which comes into contact with a lot of water such as swimming pools, industrial plants and
catering establishments.

We aim to give you a great product at a great price as well as ensuring the level of customer
satisfaction which is second to none. We have a great partnership with the Far East and have a
base there which enables us high production and allows our G R P to be of the most competitive of
prices, contact the experts today via our website at www.hrfibreglass.co.uk or call 0772 505
3195where our highly trained personnel will advise you on the best solution for your needs.
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Angie Turner - About Author:
a Glass reinforced plastic has to be of a superlative calibre if it is to be considered highly desirable.
Hrfibreglass.co.uk has the most wonderful collection of top notch, affordable a GRP gratings.
Perfect!
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